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Abstract: Vehicle–bicycle conflict incurs a higher risk of traffic accidents,
particularly as it frequently takes place at intersections. Mastering the traf-
fic characteristics of vehicle–bicycle conflict and optimizing the design of
intersections can effectively reduce such conflict. In this paper, the conflict
between right-turningmotor vehicles and straight-riding bicycles was taken as
the research object, and T-Analyst video recognition technology was used to
obtain data on riding (driving) behavior and vehicle–bicycle conflict at seven
intersections in Changsha, China. Herein, eight typical traffic characteristics
of vehicle–bicycle conflict are summarized, the causes of vehicle–bicycle con-
flict are analyzed using 18 factors in three dimensions, the internal relationship
between intersection design factors and traffic conflicts is explored, and the
guiding of design optimization based on the width of bicycle lanes and the
soft separation between vehicles and bicycles is discussed. The results showed
that colored paved bicycle lanes were better, performing better at a width of
2.5 m compared to 1.5 m. However, the colored pavement was not suitable for
the entire road and had to be set at the position, at which the trajectories of a
bicycle andmotor vehicle overlapped. Thus, a 2.5-m-widebicycle lane provides
good safety. However, there are still defects in the existing safety indicators, so
it is necessary to develop new indicators to reflect real vehicle–bicycle conflict
situations more comprehensively.

Keywords: Vehicle–bicycle conflict; video recognition technology; bicycle
lane width; vehicle–bicycle separation method

1 Introduction

With the promotion of shared bicycles, the number of bicycles in China has reached nearly
700 million [1] and is still growing at a high rate, but the average annual growth rate of bicy-
cle accidents is also high, at 9.5%. An important reason is that the behavior associated with
vehicle–bicycle conflict is complicated; it has many influencing factors, with the interference from
right-turning motor vehicles on bicycle riders at intersections being the most common conflict [2].
Office buildings, bus stations, and residential areas are high-risk areas for vehicle–bicycle conflicts,
and the frequency is not affected by the time period [3]. The force exerted by motor vehicles, the
environmental force, and the force between bicycles have a greater impact on riding behavior [4].
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Vehicles crossing road lines to overtake bicycles is the most conflict-prone behavior [5]. More-
over, the longer the overtaking process, the more cautious bicycle riders will become, and the
worse riding stability will become [6]. Speed divergence is also an important cause of overtaking
behavior [7], and the proportion of electric bicycles is an important factor [8,9]. Thus, limiting
the speed of bicycles can be more effective than widening the bicycle lane to reduce overtaking
interference [10].

The design of intersections, especially the design of bicycle lanes, has a great impact
on vehicle–bicycle conflict. A good design will have a positive impact on the willingness to
ride [11,12]. Most design problems stem from discontinuous bicycle riding space for bicyclists
and insufficient bicycle-lane width [13]; 2.5 m is an ideal bicycle-lane width [14]. The way motor
vehicles and bicycles are separated is also an important factor, although physical separation
usually makes the rider feel safer [15], and it is difficult to implement separation at intersections.
Colored pavement is a better alternative [16], as is advancing the stop line by 3–5 m, which can
also reduce the interference of bicycles by motor vehicles [17].

As the data on traffic accident are limited, it is a research trend in related fields to use traffic
conflict indicators that have a stable quantitative relationship with traffic accidents as surrogate
indicators. Traffic indicators are mainly divided into two categories [18]: (1) the time indicator,
used to measure the proximity of the conflicting parties, such as time-to-collision (TTC) and
post-encroachment time (PET) [19–22] and (2) evasive-action indicators, including deceleration,
sudden braking, and steering degree [23,24]. However, the key difficulty in analyzing traffic conflict
lies in data acquisition. At present, data mainly comes from sources including GPS, mobile
phone signaling, and cloud data, but do not reflect the details of the conflict. In recent years,
the gradual application of video recognition technology has solved this problem [25], owing to
several key image recognition technology difficulties being overcome, such as the multi-object
recognition problem [26], target tracking problem [27], multi-feature adaptive problem [28], image
classification problem [29], and mobile crowdsensing question [30]. T-Analyst video recognition
software, developed by Lund University, can be used to analyze cycling behavior and the traffic
conflicts it causes [31].

The present study was designed to investigate the conflict between right-turning motor vehicles
and straight-riding bicycles by using T-Analyst video recognition technology and TTC, PET, and
other indicators to analyze the cycling (driving) behaviors and vehicle–bicycle conflict at seven
signal intersections in Changsha, China. The observed conflicts between vehicles and bicycles were
caused by factors like the driver skill, vehicle type and condition, and road design. However, the
design factors of the road affect the judgment of the driver or the driving trajectory of the vehicle,
and thus have an indirect connection with an accident. Therefore, the research object of this paper
focused on road design. Eight typical vehicle–bicycle conflicts and their traffic characteristics are
summarized in this paper; the causes of conflicts were sorted into 18 factors in three dimensions
to explore the internal connection between intersection design factors and traffic conflicts and
guide design optimization based on the width of bicycle lanes and the soft separation between
vehicles and bicycles.

2 Data Collection Based on Video Recognition Technology

In the work described in this paper, T-Analyst video recognition software was used to extract
the trajectory of road users. In addition, continuous time and coordinate data were used to
express and predict behavioral states, and, on this basis, a secondary calculation was used to
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obtain various values of traffic behavior and conflict index. The entire process was divided into
the following three steps.

Step 1—Coordinate calibration and conversion: T-Calibration was used to calibrate the video
coordinates, the corresponding feature points in video and satellite images were used to establish
coordinate axes, and the trajectory of a detected object in a video was converted into a three-
dimensional-space trajectory after gridding the video image, as shown in Fig. 1.

Step 2—Background generation and trajectory tracking: The regression method was used to
construct the background image, and the 3D frame was set to track the target trajectory and
distinguish it from image interference, such as the background, as shown in Fig. 2.

Step 3—Trajectory prediction and conflict recognition: Through learning, comparing, and
iterating the trajectory data of moving objects, whether the expected trajectories of two vehicles
would lead to a collision and what the severity of the conflict would be based on multiple obser-
vation indicators were judged. In addition to data on normal speed, coordinates, and acceleration,
there were some special indicators that described traffic conflicts, as shown in Tab. 1.

Figure 1: Satellite image (a) and video screenshot (b) after coordinate calibration

Figure 2: Vehicle–bicycle conflict trajectory tracking
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Table 1: T-Analyst traffic conflict index sheet

Indicator Description

TTCmin (time-to-collision) TTC is an indicator that calculates the time remaining before the
collision if the involved road users continue with their respective
speeds and trajectories. TTCmin is the minimum value of TTC.

T2min T2 is the predicted arrival time of the second road user,
calculated while the first road user has not left the conflict point
yet; T2min is the minimum T2 value calculated in an event.

PET PET indicator is calculated as the time between the moment
when the first road user leaves the path of the second and the
moment when the second reaches the path of the first.

TAdv (time advantage) Predicted PET value, provided that the road users continue with
their paths and speeds.

DeltaV DeltaV is assumed to be the difference between the speed after
the collision and that before the collision. The greater the
difference, the higher the severity. DeltaV0, V4, V6, and V8 each
represent a case in which the deceleration is 0, 4, 6, and 8 m/s,
respectively; the difference in speed after the collision, the larger
the value, the better the deceleration, the more the severity is
decreased, and the more the number of conflicts is reduced.

The entrance roads of seven signal intersections were selected as survey sites and are shown
in Tab. 2. Two GoPro HERO6 cameras (GoPro, Inc., San Mateo, CA, USA) equipped with 3-m
tripods were placed at each survey site. The first camera was located at the exit of the bicycle
lane; the second on the sidewalk 45 m from the parking line of the entrance road. The data were
collected on five working days from June 24 to 28, 2019.

Table 2: Road conditions at survey sites

Site name Width of bike
lane (m)

Vehicle-bicycle
separation method

South entrance of Furong road–Linda road — Mixed
North entrance of Jiayu road–Evening Paper Avenue 2.5 White solid line
North entrance of Caie road–Jiefang road 2.5 Colored paved road
South entrance of Mulian road–Linda road 1.5 Colored paved road
South entrance of Shuyuan road–Nanhu road 1.5 White solid line
East entrance of Furong road–Yingpan road — Mixed
West entrance of Furong road–Linda road 1.5 Colored paved road

3 Analysis of Cycling Behavior and Features of Vehicle–Bicycle Conflicts

3.1 Analysis of Typical Behavioral Characteristics of Vehicle–Bicycle Conflicts
Conflicts with TTCmin or T2min values of less than 4 s were studied [32]. Through

a large amount of video analysis, vehicle–bicycle conflicts were summarized as eight typical
vehicle–bicycle conflicts according to the three elements of conflict direction, conflict active party,
and conflict reason, as shown in Tab. 3 and Fig. 3.
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Table 3: Numbers of cases and speed of eight typical vehicle–bicycle conflicts

Dimension Vehicle–bicycle conflict type Number of
conflicts

Average speed of
right-turning motor
vehicles (m/s)

Average speed of
straight-riding
bicycles (m/s)

Bikeway Type 1—motor vehicle cross-line
rear-end collision

124 5.14 4.63

Type 2—bicycle cross-line rear-end
collision

289 5.17 5.22

Type 3—motor vehicle cross-line
lateral extruding

133 5.22 4.54

Type 4—bicycle cross-line lateral
extruding

442 4.57 4.25

No bikeway Type 5—motor vehicle rear-end
collision

50 7.41 7.01

Type 6—bicycle rear-end collision 34 6.54 6.85
Type 7—motor vehicle lateral
extruding in mixed lane

8 7.18 6.64

Type 8—bicycle lateral extruding in
mixed lane

24 6.05 6.64

Figure 3: Illustration of eight typical vehicle–bicycle conflicts

Fig. 4 shows time-varying graphs of various indicators in the eight typical vehicle–bicycle
conflicts that correspond to the order of conflict types presented in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, the red curve
expresses the first road user, the green curve is the second road user, and blue curve is the relative
speed of the motor vehicle and bicycle during the conflict. The following can be seen from these
figures. Type 1: The speed of motor vehicles is stable, and the bicycle frequently changes gears
to avoid conflicts. TTC/T2/TAdv and other indicator curves show humps, in which a common
situation occurs, namely, straight-going motor vehicles lining up too long and right-turning motor
vehicles being forced to occupy the bicycle lane and conflict with bicycles. Type 2: Motor vehicle
speed is limited by bicycles, and the speeds alternate with each other, but the braking force of
motor vehicles is small, and PET has been maintained at a low level after speed decreases. This
causes a common situation, namely that bicycles, in order to overtake or avoid conflict, are ridden
onto an adjacent motorway. Type 3: Motor vehicles follow bicycles closely, the speeds of each are
close to each other, and the TA is only 0.77 s, but the cyclist brakes several times to avoid the
motor vehicle, as determined from the small changes in PET and T2.
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Figure 4: Time-varying graphs of vehicle–bicycle conflict. (a) Type 1 Motor vehicle cross-line rear-
end collision (b) Type 2 Bicycle cross-line rear-end collision (c) Type 3 Motor vehicle cross-line
lateral extruding (d) Type 4 Bicycle cross-line lateral extruding (e) Type 5 Motor vehicle rear-end
collision (f) Type 6 Bicycle rear-end collision (g) Type 7 Motor vehicle lateral extruding in mixed
lane (h) Type 8 Bicycle lateral extruding in mixed lane
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Through the small change in PET and T2, the small distance between the two being main-
tained for a long time is demonstrated. The common situation is that the right-turning motor
vehicle occupies the non-motor vehicle lane when turning. Type 4: This situation is common in
cross-line lateral extruding conflicts caused by bicycles being ridden to the straight waiting area.
The index characteristics are similar to that of Type 2, but the constant changes of TTC/T2
and PET values indicate that the distance between the motor vehicle and bicycle is constantly
adjusted. Type 5: The speed of the motor vehicle is limited by the bicycle ahead of it and the
speed alternate. Indicators such as TTC and PET are maintained in a low and stable following
state. Type 6: When the motor vehicle turns at a fast speed, a slight braking is used to gradually
decelerate the vehicle. The speed and braking of a bicycle are cyclical. After the motor vehicle
enters the right-turn lane, the conflict eases, and the corresponding T2 and PET indicators present
a peak. Type 7: The conflict causes great disturbance to both motor vehicles and bicycles. Both
the speed and speed difference change more frequently. The motor vehicle must brake many times.
TTC/T2 and PET have both undergone significant changes, illustrating that the distance between
the two is unstable and that the disturbance has continued for a period of time. Type 8: This
situation usually occurs when the speed of the motor vehicle is slow and the overtaking behavior
of the bicycle forces the motor vehicle to slow down. The conflict index shows that although
the collision point is still far away, the distance between the two is very close throughout the
conflict process.

3.2 Analysis of Causes of Vehicle–bicycle Conflict
According to the analysis of the aforementioned eight typical vehicle–bicycle conflicts, the

conflicts between vehicles and bicycles are summarized into three dimensions and 18 factors, as
shown in Tab. 4.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Bicycle-Lane Width Affecting Vehicle–Bicycle Conflicts
Bicycle-lane width is an important design factor. The most common lane widths, 1.5 and

2.5 m, were compared and analyzed in the context of soft separation measures and the preceding
vehicle factors listed in Tab. 5. The increase in bicycle-lane width had a strong positive correlation
with various safety indicators, and the analysis of variance was of great significance for three
reasons. First, increasing the bicycle-lane width would increase the lateral distance between the
motor vehicle and bicycle, so that both had more room for reaction. Second, a wider lane could
increase the speeds of both the motor vehicle and bicycle, which could end potential collisions
faster or quickly increase the time interval.

4.2 Soft Separation Measures Affecting Vehicle–Bicycle Conflicts
Bicycle lanes near intersections often cannot be physically separated. Mixed traffic between

motor vehicles and bicycles, or the use of solid lines and colored pavement and other soft
separation measures, are commonly adopted in road design. In this work, the differences in the
role of soft separation types in vehicle–bicycle conflicts under different factors, including safety
indicators, road width, and front-vehicle factors, were explored and are shown in Tab. 6.
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Table 4: Summary of causes of vehicle–bicycle conflict

Dimension Factors Characteristics

Passing space Length of stretched
section

Insufficient length of widening section can easily cause
right-turning motor vehicles to enter the bicycle lane in
advance.

Straight and right-turn
motorway

Queue of straight-going motor vehicles causes the
right-turning function of lane to be unrealized, and motor
vehicles are forced to enter bicycle lane.

Intersection area and
channelization

Intersection area is too large, and channelization is lacking,
resulting in unstable trajectory of both the vehicle and bicycle,
leading to increased conflict scope.

Vehicle-bicycle mixed
lane

Vehicle-bicycle mixed lane will inevitably cause vehicle–bicycle
conflict, and speed should be limited strictly when its use is
forced.

Soft separation
measures

Establish exclusive rights of way and give visual reminders;
effect of avoiding conflict is influenced by many factors.

Solid separation
measures

Effectively separates vehicle-bicycle traffic flow, but it is
difficult to be set near intersections.

Bicycle straight-riding
waiting area.

Converging position of right-turning motor vehicle lane and
bicycle straight-ahead waiting area is the location where
conflicts inevitably occur and requires refined processing.

Bicycle-lane width Narrow lanes are often used by bicycles to cross lanes, and
vice versa for motor vehicles.

Curb height Lower curbs make bicycle riders more willing to do
interspersed sports.

Yield sign When there is a potential conflict, the person with priority of
passage between the two parties is clarified, thereby reducing
conflicts.

Traffic flow Traffic flow of
right-turning motor
vehicles

If the traffic flow of right-turning motor vehicles is too large,
the road occupation situation is more common.

Traffic flow of
straight-riding bike

Straight-riding bicycles must cross the right-turning motor
vehicle lane, which is the main factor causing vehicle–bicycle
conflict.

Conflict frequency When the traffic flow is large, there are many conflicts, but the
speed of both vehicles and bicycles is not fast, and the risk of
conflict is not great. When traffic flow is small, the speed of
both vehicles and bicycles is faster, and the risk of conflict is
greater.

Riding (driving)
behavior

Frequent lane changes Usually occurs when there are obstacles ahead, and bicycles
are more prevalent, leading to increasing conflicts.

Drastically variable
speed

Common in motor vehicles; blind spots are easily ignored
when accelerating, and rear-end collisions easily occur when
decelerating.

Riding side by side In cases of narrow bike lanes, there is a greater impact on
adjacent motor vehicle lane.

Competing for roads Common when a motor vehicle accelerates to “grab” the road,
which can easily cause serious conflicts.

Forced convergency Easily causes various avoidance behaviors, conflicts, and even
chain conflicts.
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Table 5: Bicycle-lane-width variance analysis comparison

Indicator Soft separation
measure

Vehicle in
front

Bicycle-lane
width (m)

No. of
cases

Mean Standard
deviation

Variance
homogeneity
significance

P value

TTCmin White solid
line

Motor
vehicle

1.5 25 1.37 0.64 0.604 0.000

2.5 11 2.35 0.72
Bicycle 1.5 75 1.43 0.73 0.177 0.017

2.5 17 1.89 0.53
Colored
pavement

Motor
vehicle

1.5 21 1.71 1.08 0.477 0.001

2.5 85 2.68 1.17
Bicycle 1.5 38 1.33 0.59 0.160 0.020

2.5 97 1.65 0.74
T2min White solid

line
Motor
vehicle

1.5 47 1.34 0.70 0.561 0.036

2.5 11 1.85 0.67
Bicycle 1.5 158 1.03 0.55 0.569 0.031

2.5 17 1.33 0.51
Colored
pavement

Motor
vehicle

1.5 62 0.74 0.34 0.000 0.000

2.5 136 1.49 0.77
Bicycle 1.5 119 0.83 0.45 0.607 0.011

2.5 132 0.98 0.49
PET White solid

line
Motor
vehicle

1.5 47 1.83 0.78 0.349 0.001

2.5 11 2.82 0.97
Bicycle 1.5 158 1.42 0.61 0.581 0.021

2.5 17 1.78 0.57
Colored
pavement

Motor
vehicle

1.5 62 0.93 0.33 0.000 0.000

2.5 136 1.98 0.85
Bicycle 1.5 119 1.04 0.51 0.418 0.000

2.5 132 1.29 0.54

Notes 1: Homogeneity of variance uses Levin statistics (same as in Tab. 6).
Notes 2: The least-significant-difference method was used when the homogeneity of variance was not significant. The Fisher method was
used when the number of cases differed greatly and when it was significant (same as in Tab. 6).

(1) 1.5 m: When the vehicle in front was a motor vehicle, the value of the solid line was not
obvious. It was common for motor vehicles to invade the bicycle lane and for cyclists to enter
the motor vehicle lane because of the need for overtaking. Red pavement has greater visibility,
so its effect was more obvious. However, it was observed that the value of a safety index was
in the following order, mixed > red pavement > white solid line, which was inconsistent with the
usual understanding. By observing video and talking with cyclists, it was found that this was
because the rights of the road were not clear when mixing, and the cyclist was more anxious, and
thus consciously maintained a distance from a motor vehicle to avoid a collision. However, when
there was a dedicated bicycle lane, the collision risk was lower, so the riding distance from the
motor vehicle was smaller. This was not to suggest that such mixing was safer, but was merely
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the self-protection behavior of cyclists. When a bicycle was the front vehicle, because the speed
of the motor vehicle was faster, the safety indicators of the mixed traffic, solid line, and colored
pavement were all smaller than those of the motor-vehicle leader. The value of the safety index
was in the following order: mixed traffic > red pavement>white solid line.

Table 6: Comparison analysis of variance of soft isolation measures for bicycle-lane widths of 1.5
and 2.5 m

Bicycle-lane
width (m)

Indicator Front
vehicle

Soft
separation
measure

No. of
cases

Mean Standard
deviation

Variance
homogeneity
significance

P value Multiple comparison

Mixed White
solid
line

Colored
pavement

1.5 TTCmin Motor
vehicle

Mixed 22 2.01 0.67 0.314 0.010 — 0.003 0.354

T2min 53 1.28 0.72 0.000 0.000 — 0.907 0.020
PET 53 1.63 0.86 0.000 0.000 — 0.452 0.000

2.5 TTCmin 22 2.01 0.67 0.002 0.029 — 0.408 0.002
T2min 53 1.28 0.72 0.823 0.049 — 0.024 0.088
PET 53 1.63 0.86 0.784 0.000 — 0.000 0.013

1.5 TTCmin Bicycle 83 1.59 0.66 0.810 0.050 — 0.150 0.020
T2min 52 1.29 0.41 0.304 0.000 — 0.000 0.000
PET 52 1.80 0.54 0.919 0.000 — 0.000 0.000

2.5 TTCmin 83 1.59 0.66 0.257 0.266 — 0.104 0.569
T2min 52 1.29 0.41 0.435 0.000 — 0.866 0.000
PET 52 1.80 0.54 0.950 0.000 — 0.906 0.000

1.5 TTCmin Motor
vehicle

White solid
line

22 1.35 0.60 0.314 0.010 0.003 — 0.039

T2min 47 1.34 0.70 0.000 0.000 0.907 — 0.000
PET 47 1.83 0.78 0.000 0.000 0.452 — 0.000

2.5 TTCmin 11 2.35 0.72 0.002 0.029 0.408 — 0.407
T2min 11 1.85 0.67 0.823 0.049 0.024 — 0.132
PET 11 2.82 0.97 0.784 0.000 0.000 — 0.002

1.5 TTCmin Bicycle 75 1.43 0.73 0.810 0.050 0.150 — 0.250
T2min 94 0.88 0.50 0.304 0.000 0.000 — 0.920
PET 94 1.27 0.52 0.919 0.000 0.000 — 0.012

2.5 TTCmin 17 1.89 0.53 0.257 0.266 0.104 — 0.186
T2min 17 1.27 0.52 0.950 0.000 0.866 — 0.018
PET 17 1.78 0.57 0.950 0.000 0.906 — 0.001

1.5 TTCmin Motor
vehicle

Colored
pavement

21 1.80 0.85 0.314 0.010 0.354 0.039 —

T2min 56 0.88 0.42 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001 —
PET 56 1.03 0.39 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 —

2.5 TTCmin 85 2.68 1.17 0.002 0.029 0.002 0.407 —
T2min 136 1.49 0.77 0.823 0.049 0.088 0.132 —
PET 136 1.98 0.85 0.784 0.000 0.013 0.002 —

1.5 TTCmin Bicycle 44 1.28 0.66 0.810 0.050 0.020 0.250 —
T2min 114 0.88 0.48 0.304 0.000 0.000 0.920 —
PET 114 1.08 0.51 0.919 0.000 0.000 0.012 —

2.5 TTCmin 97 1.65 0.74 0.257 0.266 0.569 0.186 —
T2min 131 0.98 0.49 0.435 0.000 0.000 0.018 —
PET 131 1.29 0.54 0.950 0.000 0.000 0.001 —
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(2) 2.5 m: In the case of motor vehicles in the front, the safety index of setting up special
lanes for non-motor vehicles was significantly better than that of mixed traffic, and especially
a colored paved road had obvious advantages. Moreover, the increase in the horizontal distance
between the motor vehicle and bicycle reduced the angle of the vehicle-bicycle track, which
resulted in increased driving distance. When the bicycle was in the front, there was no significant
difference because the bicycle lane was wider, so the motor vehicle could go its own way, and
the bicycle had a smaller speed limit compared to the motor vehicle. Although it was not
reflected in the indicator, this was actually better safety performance. It was also found that wider
bicycle lanes did lead to higher vehicle-bicycle speeds with decreased vigilance, which could create
potential safety hazards.

5 Conclusions

In this work, the traffic characteristics of eight typical vehicle–bicycle conflicts were analyzed
and summarized, dividing the causes of vehicle–bicycle conflict into 18 factors in three dimensions.
The internal connection between vehicle–bicycle conflict forming and two design factors, bicycle-
lane width and the vehicle–bicycle separation method, was discussed. The following conclusions
were drawn.

(1) The effect of colored pavement on bicycle lanes is better in improving safety, and 1.5-m-
wide colored pavement performs better than a 2.5-m-wide bicycle lane alone. However, colored
pavement was not suitable for the entire road, so its use should be focused on the sections near
intersections, especially when the trajectories of bicycles and motor vehicles overlap.

(2) A 2.5-m-wide bicycle lane provides good safety.

(3) Shortcomings in existing surrogate safety indicators still exist. For example, many indica-
tors measured under mixed traffic conditions were higher than when there were bicycle lanes. This
was not a manifestation of safety, but is a cautious measure taken by traffic participants when
they felt uncomfortable, which led to reducing the traffic capacity of the intersection.

(4) It is sometimes necessary to balance traffic capacity and safety. If traffic rules can be
well implemented, vehicle-bicycle mixed traffic is also a solution that can be considered when
intersection space is extremely tight.
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